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No voice has been more prophetic and conceptually audacious in this context than the Berlin-based Friedrich Kittler. Kittler’s often breathtaking adaptations of Foucault, Lacan and Derrida to the material specificities of media history have given earlier McLuhanite provocations about ‘hot’ and ‘cool’ media a new lease of life in a project of unmatched theoretical sophistication and steely Teutonic lucidity. Its apoliticism and unrepentant technological determinism often chiming better with the deeper convictions of a post-1980s generation of contemporary scholars, Kittler’s work has flourished even on American soil—aided in good part by the skilful translations of three key North American intermediaries: Geoffrey Winthrop-Young (at UBC), Joseph Tabbi (at Illinois at Chicago) and Michael Wutz (at Weber State).
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